Affect or Effect

Grade 5 Vocabulary Worksheet

Complete each sentence with affect or effect.

**Affect** means to change or influence something. An **Effect** is the result of a change.

Drowsiness can be a side-___________ of cold medicine.

Studying for exams can ___________ a student’s final grades.

Studying for exams can have a positive ___________ on a student’s final grades.

Some vitamins have an instant ___________ on the immune system.

Exercising positively ___________s your health.

The new math program had a great ___________ on the grade seven students.

The principal’s new rules ___________s the whole school.

The changes Mrs. Brown has made to the classroom has had a positive ___________ on her students.

How do you think Ben leaving the soccer team will ___________ morale among the other players?

The criticism Noah received greatly ___________ ed his thinking.
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Answers:

**Affect** means to change or influence something.
An **Effect** is the result of a change

Drowsiness can be a side-**effect** of cold medicine.

Studying for exams can **affect** a student's final grades.

Studying for exams can have a positive **effect** on a student's final grades.

Some vitamins have an instant **affect** on the immune system.

Exercising positively **affects** your health.

The new math program had a great **effect** on the grade seven students.

The principal's new rules **affects** the whole school.

The changes Mrs. Brown has made to the classroom has had a positive **effect** on her students.

How do you think Ben leaving the soccer team will **affect** morale among the other players?

The criticism Noah received greatly **affected** his thinking.